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Abstract. This paper presents a framework for Intelligent Collaborative Enterprise Systems (ICES) and discusses its evolution in the world of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies for Decision Making (DM). The premise of this paper is to demonstrate the need for enterprise systems to evolve from being data and information oriented to intelligence sharing systems capitalizing on modern-day technologies of AI and machine learning. A collaborative enterprise system results from sophistication in communications technologies combined with vastly dispersed big data and its accompanying analytics. Collaborations within an enterprise system framework comprise multiple Cloud-based big data storages, sourcing of data from end-user IoT devices and back-end servers, storage and security of data, execution of business processes across multiple organizations and offering Analytics-as-a-Service to the users and consumers. Furthermore, the intelligence within these collaborations utilizes machine learning algorithms to provide continuous optimization and efficient decision-making processes for the entire enterprise eco-system. The outcome of our study is the delineation of a conceptual framework examining key elements that comprise ICES. We analysed the evolution of ICES, and how big data and its analytics based on techniques of artificial Intelligence improves decision making and prediction. We have outlined concepts and challenges of the conceptual framework implementation.
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1 Introduction

A fundamental change permeates enterprise systems of today. Typical enterprise systems vendors (such as SAP, PeopleSoft and Oracle) offer solutions comprising data, processing algorithms and interfaces (Xu 2011). The alternative to these enterprise systems is in-house developed systems which also contain data, processes and algorithms—albeit with greater customization and lesser configuration than the packages. These systems and contents have been supporting a specific enterprise that owned them (Ignatiadis and Nandhakumar 2009). With the rapid advances in technologies, especially the communications technologies of the Internet, a major change is shaping the future of these enterprise systems (Hustad and Olsen 2014; Madni and Moini 2007). The most fundamental of these changes in the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions is there is no longer a singular entity responsible to serve a singular organization with well-defined physical and electronic boundaries. The impact of emerging technologies of the Internet, storage and analytics is that the business models that are supported by these ERP systems are undergoing change through digitalization (Elragal and Haddara 2012; Jagoda and Samaranayake 2017). The change popularly called digital transformation in organizational structure and behavior is the result of globally dispersed markets as well as high sophistication in communications and networking technologies (Henriette et al. 2016). Organizational boundaries are increasingly porous and customer demands are highly distributed and global. Collaboration, rather than competition, seems to be the basis of sound business strategies in an interconnected, digitally savvy world. This business strategy needs to be supported by and reflected in the modern day enterprise systems; furthermore, its alignment with enterprise systems capabilities is still a challenge that needs addressed (Arntzen Bechina and Ndela 2009; Rho and Vasilakos 2018).

Figure 1 illustrates an example of collaborations within an enterprise systems framework. This framework comprises multiple Cloud-based data storages, sourcing data from end-user IoT devices and other back-end servers, storage and security of data, execution of business processes across multiple organizations and offering of Analytics-as-a-Service to the users and consumers. As the volume of data increases together with its velocity—particularly with the IoT sensors—it moves in the realms of big data.
A simple example of the aforementioned change is selling an airline ticket. Consider the level of collaboration needed in selling that airline ticket in today’s market. An airline rarely sells only an air ticket. Instead, the airline wants to sell a flight ticket along with car rental, travel insurance and hotel stay. This package sale requires multiple external organizations such as car rental companies and hotels to collaborate with each other. Therefore, their corresponding enterprise systems also need to collaborate—resulting in an eco-system of Collaborative Enterprise Systems (CES) (Davenport 1998; Eldar et al. 2010; Razavi et al. 2010). Thus, the changes in the business environment and its needs and opportunities require a high level of interoperability enabling knowledge flow and data processing performed in an optimized way. CES provide specialized services with a level of intelligence so that automated learning can happen (Zhang et al. 2018). CES are not merely exchanging data and information with partnering organizations using protocols and databases. CES represents multiple systems, applications and databases that are continuously collaborating with each other in a dynamically changing environment. The technical policies and business procedures with CES need a phenomenal amount of inbuilt intelligence in order to automate the collaborations (Birgersson et al. 2016; Mirel B. et al. 2009). For example, a CES framework enables a medical insurance company to dynamically source data on hospital admissions and correlate it with patient demographics. As a result, the insurance company has the potential for a reduction in insurance costs for a certain cross-section of its clients. In the airline example, the airline provides car and hotel facilities to its passengers and also correlates publicly available traffic with weather information in order to provide personalized and
optimized schedules for passengers depending on their purpose of travel (e.g., family visit, business visit, or medical emergency).

This collaboration-driven scenario leads to some interesting problems that are worth investigating. These challenges include the need for a business to trust other collaborating businesses and for its collaborating systems to decide within a very short time whether to execute or reject a process-call. The need to base systems decisions on previous decisions (essentially Machine Learning algorithms), suggest additional collaborative opportunities between businesses, to ensure each transaction between two or more collaborative systems is legally compliant and to ensure that the systems are cyber-secure are additional challenges. While the list could be extensive, the potential problems can be summarized into a single need for undertaking a fine, balancing act in decision-making by each of the collaborating organizations. Thus, the problem or challenge of modern-day collaborative enterprise systems is to incorporate intelligence that enables fine-granular decision-making and make predictions using machine learning algorithms. Optimization of these services requires integration of vast amount of big data available within and outside of the organization (Birgersson et al. 2016). The sourcing of such data through third-parties, government agencies and data vendors, and processing it to improve business decision-making is going to be critical for successful Intelligent CES (ICES). In the airline example, the airline also needs to be fully aware of the availability of hotel rooms and cars at a particular location before it can offer the package to a traveler. The need for interconnectedness amongst the underlying systems is paramount. Furthermore, there is a need for those underlying systems to support decision-making based on sophisticated analytics utilizing large amount of widely dispersed data (Jan et al. 2019; Ruchi and Srinath 2018). Big Data and Machine Learning algorithms are the key technologies to help manage and harness large amounts of rapidly changing data. Several research studies have explored the potential of big data in decision support systems in different domains such as in healthcare, or supply chain, (Fredriksson 2018; Jeble and Dubey 2018; Sagiroglu and Sinanc 2013). Some other studies have also investigated the role of big data in ERP systems (Elragal 2014). There are also investigations in the role of big data and machine learning in supporting decision making in enterprise systems (Davenport 2018; Duan et al. 2019). These studies need to be assimilated and extended in order to identify the key elements for a generic framework for ICES. What are the business rules and governance standards for an organization to move toward an intelligent collaborative Enterprise Systems? What are the challenges in implementing and operating such collaborative systems? This exploratory study intends to outline a framework for ICES that enables AI-based decision-making which improves the quality of collaboration and tackles the problems
mentioned above. The AI-based ICES can learn from previous decisions made through collaborations, and suggest improved decisions based on machine learning algorithms while using big data. Such AI based ICES also results in risk reduction for businesses through compliance, documentation and traceability. The rules and standards to support organizations in moving toward an Intelligent Collaborative Enterprise Systems are also discussed in this paper.

The next section outlines the literature on various collaborative levels in an Enterprise system with the aim of positioning intelligence at the right level. Section 3 outlines the basic literature on big data, machine learning and deep learning, from the point of view of utilizing these concepts in an intelligence CES. Section 4 outlines the mostly qualitative research methodological approach. Section 5 describes discovering of the dynamics of ICES and the penultimate section, before conclusions, is the discussion around the framework for an Intelligent Collaborative Enterprise System including the associated rules, governing standards, challenges and risks.

2 Literature on levels of collaborations in Enterprise Systems

Collaboration is a fundamental shift in business values and strategies, and needs to be supported by corresponding enterprise systems. Collaboration implies two or more organizations working together to create a business advantage through information sharing and joint decision-making. The sharing occurs through automation of business processes (Rho and Vasilakos 2018). Enterprise systems are required to make creative use of data and information within the organization in a way that results in new bodies of knowledge that can be applied in practice (Xu 2011). Collaborations within enterprise systems develop incrementally—from data to information, and then business processes, knowledge creation and utilization. Eventually collaborations enable intelligence across multiple business organizations. Based on our experience in the banking sector and literature reviews, an evolution of enterprise is depicted in Figure 2.

Data. Level 1 is the basic sharing of data across organizations. Without sharing, data would be repetitive and redundant. For example, a customer demographic data, such as name and address, is usually stored by the telephone company. Therefore, this data need not be stored by the bank. Instead, this data is collaboratively available to the bank from the telephone company under contracts. Sharing data through well-connected, reliable, and trustworthy partners is the basic form of collaboration among organizations. A
CES needs to incorporate data sharing is usually over the Cloud in order to facilitate collaborations.

**Information.** Level 2 represents the next level of sharing information, in a generic way so customer behavior is also personalized. For example, the bank now provides information on demographic behavior patterns, such as spending styles, income groups, and geographical nuances (e.g., near beach or hills, next to a large sporting arena), to the telephone company. Once again, this occurs under contracts between two (or more) businesses collaborating with each other through CES. Data Analytics play major role here in creating information and understanding the paths of decision-making based on the information between the businesses.

**Process.** Level 3 uses process models which by sharing activities and steps undertaken by the businesses in achieving a common business goal. For example, the process of opening an account in a bank or withdrawing cash from an ATM is largely similar in all banks across the globe. While minor variations in each of these processes is accepted, the fundamental process remains the same. By creating and uploading a basic process model for opening an account, it is possible for other banks to share that process model. Rules and regulations can be commonly applied to these collaborating banks as well. Furthermore, agencies specializing in fraud-detection can collaborate with the bank’s system for suspicious transactions.

![Figure 2: Increasing levels of collaborations in Enterprise Systems—from data to intelligence](https://aisel.aisnet.org/sjis/vol32/iss2/6)
Knowledge. Level 4 shares knowledge about an individual or a group of customers or users across multiple organizations. For example, correlation between the information about a customer (person) available to one organization and other bits of information (such as geographical location or spending habits) available to another organization, can be established. These wide-ranging correlations produce new and unique knowledge about that customer that was not possible with direct, single-organization analytics. Intelligence using big data can even extend the predictability of behavior beyond one customer to an entire customer group.

Intelligence. Level 5 is the fully mature implementation of collaboration by a group of organizations aiming at a common goal. This common goal is to enhance the customer experience in the most effective and efficient way. Customer groups can act in a collaborative manner to achieve higher value for themselves. Collaborations are not limited to a single organization but, instead, require exchange of data and information across highly porous electronic boundaries of modern-day organizations.

Collaborations create and synergize intelligence within and across multiple organizations to produce actionable insights to the collaborators. Intelligence can be garnered through information technologies that generate new and dynamic knowledge within the organization. This intelligence is achieved by correlating seemingly unrelated pieces of information that may be residing in silos. Knowledge, which comes from correlating the information silos, provides insights to the users for appropriate application. This application of knowledge is known as Business Intelligence (BI) (Duan and Xu 2012). Many contemporary enterprise systems utilize the concept of BI to source, extract, process and display data (Chen et al. 2012). BI, however, is a narrower view of the utilization of intelligence by businesses; collaboration amongst a group of businesses requires a concept called Collaborative Intelligence (CI) (Tiwary and Unhelkar 2015). CI in CES envisions a broader view that leverages collaboration and information sharing across multiple organizational boundaries and in a dynamic manner.

A challenge in a Collaborative Intelligence environment is that not only should the data, information, process, and knowledge be shared, but they should also be made available at the right time and place for the participating organizations. There is a need for an integrated and intelligent CES—right from data hubs and warehouses through to operational processes—that enable electronic collaborations. These electronic collaborations are enabled through tools and technologies (typically Web Services and also, increasingly, Analytics-as-a-Service) (Yeow et al. 2018). Collaborative Intelligence (CI) aims to solve the challenge of enabling multiple organizations to share data, information, processes and knowledge in a timely and efficient fashion. CI enhances BI
capabilities for collective value and to ultimately reduce costs. Collaborations create and synergize intelligence within and across multiple organizations to produce actionable insights for users or end customers. The growing interest in Artificial Intelligence techniques suggests an important role in rejuvenating enterprise systems. Thus, we define Intelligent Collaborative Enterprise Systems (ICES) as systems encompassing sub-systems, large amounts of heterogeneous data, information, people, technologies, diverse applications and processes. ICES is also poised to play a role in supporting the digital transformation of enterprise by utilizing Machine Learning, which is necessary to analyze big data that is prevalent in such enterprise systems. We foresee some interesting opportunities of such systems by addressing a whole range of innovative applications. At the same time, it is important to identify the challenges that might hamper further development of ICES. One of the ICES requirements is to provide specific mechanisms to handle the dramatic growth of data in different formats and size. Big data mining is similar to data mining but the scale of big data is much larger (Huei Lee et al. 2014). Big data challenges include storing and analyzing large, rapidly growing, diverse data stores, then deciding precisely how to best handle that data (Kaisler et al. 2013).

The next section describes basic concepts of big data and techniques from artificial intelligence with a special focus on machine learning and deep learning. The impact on intelligent collaborative enterprise systems is also outlined.

3 Literature on big data, machine learning and deep learning

3.1 Big data

Big data is essentially data, further characterized by high Volumes, high Velocity and myriad Variety laced with Veracity. These are the popular Vs of big data. A learning organization goes beyond using the inherent characteristics of Big data by discovering the hidden Value (IBM). This is the fifth V in the characteristic of Agile business decision making as it results in value to the business and to the customer (Unhelkar 2017). McKinsey defined big data as “large pools of data that can be captured, communicated, aggregated, stored, and analyzed.” (Manyika et al. 2011). This description appears to be more appropriate for large, historical static data sets. Data are anything but static (Unhelkar 2016). Therefore, as the data increases in size and reaches the volumes of big data, it is actually a combination of both static (large volume) data as well as the rapidly changing, dynamic data (high-velocity) such as data being streamed from IoT devices.
Big data as a discipline includes observations, analyses, conclusions and insights. Big data is defined as “high-volume, high-velocity, and/or high-variety information assets that require new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process optimization” (Günther et al. 2017). Large bodies of data also have encrypted patterns that represents knowledge (Unhelkar 2010) preserved from the past and providing invaluable hints, tips, and even concrete solutions to challenges being experienced in the present.

Success with technologies provided by vendors first requires an effort to understand the business problem. This is one of the crucial differentiators in a strategic approach incorporating big data in ICES. Analytics in big data are important but not without proper understanding of business (based on (Sivarajah et al. 2017)).

A crucial differentiator in big data analytics is its granularity. The technologies associated with big data enable corresponding analytics to drill down to the finest level of detail (Bibri and Krogstie 2017). This analytical capability is important because the higher the velocity of incoming data, the greater is the resource requirements to process that data within a short time span.

The technologies associated with big data are considered disruptive because they have the potential to dramatically change business. This change occurs in both the macro and micro business environments. While machine learning can help harvest knowledge, as the data gets bigger and arrives faster, predictive analytics solutions based on deep learning come into play (Chen and Lin 2014). Deep learning techniques, supported by computational power, play a crucial role in knowledge discovery (Chen and Lin 2014).

### 3.2 Machine learning

Machine Learning (ML) techniques provide opportunities to tackle a wide range of complex problems (Madani et al. 2017). ML is embedded in tools that express domain of expertise (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David 2014). A good set of assumptions enable easier and faster learning processes. Machine learning algorithms are based on statistical analysis, and provides mechanisms for software applications to predict outcomes without being explicitly programmed (Rouse 2011). Machine learning provides tools to learn from data and provide data driven insights, decisions, and predictions (L’Heureux et al. 2017). Machine learning is seen as an algorithm that builds computer applications that automatically improve with past experience (Ayodele 2010; Carbonell et al. 1983). ML is ideally applicable for tasks that are far too complex to program and where there is a need for the systems to learn and improve based on previous learning pattern through
some experience. Machine learning is best used within a changing environment (Sha-
lev-Shwartz and Ben-David 2014).

Learning occurs in the enterprise systems in different ways. The learning paradigms
for machines are most commonly grouped into supervised and unsupervised learning.
These learning paradigms are understood as follows:

*Supervised learning:* This is the algorithm that takes sample input and corresponding
expected output and learns from that relationship. As a simplified example, consider
the sum of two numbers, 2 and 3 with the result 5. The algorithm learns to add any
two given numbers; so, when provided with another set of numbers, say 4 and 6, the
result is computed as 10. Alternatively, the algorithm can be taught to find the missing
number if only one input and the result is provided (e.g., a number 2 is provided and a
result 5, then the missing number is 3). Supervised learning can play a significant role
in CES as systems from multiple, collaborating parties can be taught based on previous
decisions to undertake similar decisions in shorter time. CES can also be taught to flag
exceptions in decisions for human intervention.

*Unsupervised learning:* Here the algorithm is not specified with the addition; instead,
the three numbers are simply made available—2, 3 and 5. The algorithm develops its
own logic in order to discern that when 2 and 3 are added, the result is 5. This learning
can be verified over a massive data set running into billions of records. Without the
technologies that support big data, this computation was not possible, as it requires
substantial computing power in a distributed architecture. The learning algorithm here
discovers hidden patterns that can help users consider the possibility of new questions.
It is thus learning to learn based on the discoveries in initial iterations. CES can be ex-
posed to databases containing vast amounts of data and made to come up with *themes*
around that data. While the CES themselves may not be able to initially identify what
these themes imply, later, as the interpretation is fed into the systems, the unsuper-
vised identification of theme leads to an increasingly well-defined interpretation of the
themes. This ability of machine learning to dive into vast amount of data that would
not make sense to a regular ERP solution is important in order to incorporate intelli-
gence in CES.

### 3.3 Machine learning and big data

How can machine learning foster business decision-making that is an important feature
in CES? Data is central to decision-making in several domains of applications. For ex-
ample, analysis of data is applied extensively in many domains such as banking (Weng
et al. 2006), industrial quality control (Da Cunha et al. 2006), predictive maintenance
Knowledge discovery and data mining have been investigated by various authors (Cabena et al. 1998; Grossi et al. 2017; Schmidt and Sun 2018).

The knowledge discovery processes are categorized under six distinct groups (Helmy et al. 2018) as shown in Figure 3: Formulating the Domain Application, Data Acquisition, Data Preparation, Machine Learning, Evaluation and Knowledge Discovery and Deployment.

![Diagram of knowledge discovery/deployment process](image)

Figure 3: Knowledge discovery/deployment process

ML is integral to this knowledge discovery process within big data. There are three categories of machine learning (Robert 2014); supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning (Witten et al. 2016). Supervised learning algorithms predict a value based on existing historical data using regression and classification. When the target class is a set of discrete values, then it is a classification task; when they are continuous numerical values, then it is a regression task (Fawcett and Provost 1997) (Enke and Thawornwong 2005). Examples of classification tasks are whether a customer will remain loyal to the company or not (Wei and Chiu 2002).

In unsupervised ML, the algorithms find patterns in data without having any prior knowledge of the dataset (Müller and Guido 2016) (Brachman et al. 1996). Quality of data representation is important in order to ensure good performance on the learned patterns. Features can also be automatically extracted without direct human input. ML, especially unsupervised, finds patterns in data without having any prior knowledge of the dataset (Müller and Guido 2016) (Brachman et al. 1996).
Deep learning is playing an increasing role in big data predictive analytics approaches (Chen and Lin 2014). Deep learning uses supervised and unsupervised strategies to learn multi-level representations and features in hierarchical architectures for the tasks of classification and pattern recognition (Zhang et al. 2018).

3.4 Exploration of the concepts of collaboration and reflection on the impact of big data and machine learning

The literature study around levels of collaborations and the technologies of big data and machine learning formed the basis of our discussions with fellow researchers and information technology (IT) professionals. Analysis of the documentation of these discussions and further exploration of the literature revealed the potential opportunities and challenges of using big data and machine learning in collaborative enterprise systems. Previous consulting experience and active reflections on those experiences provided opportunities to identify key elements of an intelligent collaborative enterprise systems and also its potential challenges and issues. The intelligence within CES needs to be verified and validated through decision-making in real life by collaborating organizations.

Table 1 documents the key concepts of collaborations in enterprise systems. These concepts form the basis of our exploration into the mechanisms for embedding intelligence within the CES.

In addition, our approach to the literature review focuses on the state of the art of enterprise systems, the role of intelligence within these systems and the ease of their collaboration. Research studies investigating challenges in using emerging technologies such as big data, machine learning for decision making and improvement in collaborative enterprise systems are also examined. We have adopted a descriptive overview of our literature. Our literature and exploration followed the method of: search, selection, analysis, and synthesis processes (Wee and Banister 2016). The result of our overall analysis leads the framework for ICES described in the following section.

4 Discovering the Dynamics of Intelligent Collaborative Enterprise Systems (ICES)

Intelligence can be garnered through information technologies that generate new and dynamic knowledge within and across the organization. Collaborative organizations interact with each other, their customers and suppliers in real-time through web services. In addition to the technical capabilities of software, these collaborations also require strong business relationship-building skills. These business relationships include
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Concepts</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborations</td>
<td>These are essential interactions between businesses (and their systems) in order to carry out business actions and achieve business goals which cannot be achieved by a single business.</td>
<td>(Peters et al. 2010; Ravikumar et al. 2019; Shafiei and Sundaram 2004) (Rho and Vasilakos 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Systems</td>
<td>These are software systems supported by corresponding data that enable business organizations to carry out their key functions (e.g., sales, marketing, inventory management, accounting, HR). Enterprise systems are continuously evolving to incorporate the Cloud, Data Science, Artificial Intelligence and Mobility— together with Cybersecurity.</td>
<td>(Helmy et al. 2018; Henriette et al. 2016; Khan et al. 2014; Lomotey and Deters 2014; Manyika et al. 2011; Peters et al. 2010; Sathi 2012; Schmidt and Sun 2018; Sivarajah et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Intelligence &amp; Machine Learning</td>
<td>Concepts and Algorithms that are implemented in order to capitalize on the abilities of software systems to learn in both Supervised and Unsupervised manners and continue to learn and correct themselves.</td>
<td>(Furman and Seamans 2019; Kotaro 2018; L’Heureux et al. 2017; Rouse 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data</td>
<td>High Volume, Rapid Velocity and Differing Varieties of Data that has the potential to be analysed using Data Science techniques in order to provide insights.</td>
<td>(IBM ; Khan et al. 2014; Oussous et al. 2018; Sagiroglu and Sinanc 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Decision Making</td>
<td>Includes processes and procedures within business organizations that have the potential for ongoing improvement through the use of Intelligence based on (typically) Big Data.</td>
<td>(Babu and Sastry 2014; Dusanka and Aleksandar 2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Key concepts of collaborations in Enterprise Systems
people skills and forming electronic policies that can be used in creating and executing electronic collaborations. Building relationships and collaboration also leads to closer scrutiny of the inner workings of member companies (Barekat M 2001) resulting in a need for a greater level of trust and mutual understanding between these clustering member companies.

We discovered that a CES framework needs to be a platform that facilitates direct information exchange amongst otherwise siloes applications (both within and outside of the organization). Internet-based exchanges resulting in sharing of information amongst those applications also needs to be facilitated within the CES (Figure 4). These information exchanges evolve into ontology-based collaborations among multiple applications and databases.

Furthermore, as highlighted in Figure 4, an organization needs to collaborate amongst its people and processes. Business value is derived by enabling people to make productive use of applications that goes beyond the specific transaction they are engaging in with the organization.

Figure 4. Collaborative Enterprise Systems interact with Knowledge Workers, Global Customers and Collaborative/Global Business Processes—all the time utilizing the Information and Communications Technologies to capitalize on the available Data (in-house and external)
Figure 4 shows the opportunity to create and share data and information across organizational boundaries. Such sharing can reduce rework and, at the same time, produce imaginative new pieces of knowledge that the organization can creatively use. Collaborative Intelligence (CI) is the extension and application of BI together with collaborative business process engineering, (Trivedi and Unhelkar 2009) which is built on Artificial Intelligence. CES, equipped with Machine learning, can optimize organizational resources by using current cloud computing and SOA capabilities (Gil et al. 2016).

For example, organization A, when interacting and sharing information with organization B, needs its systems to understand the corresponding systems of organization B. This includes services offered and consumed by organization B. The inter-organizational contracts, generic business rules, generic data format, and generic translation rules form part of the ontologies of these services. The sharing of services information is through contracts, public information business rules that are published and subscribed to on the cloud. The CES business rules also define what information can be stored and retrieved. For example, the information considered public for both organizational stakeholders, such as customers, is shared; information about suppliers is made available based on information access policies. When constructed carefully, such a collaborative effort does not compromise an organization’s market position and could lead to enhancing the position.

The size and complexity of big data is such that building the models of solutions from Big data is not enough; tools are needed to handle the answers and also frame new questions. With Big data, business decision makers struggle to figure out what questions to ask. With the exponential growth in data, it becomes important to not only provide better answers to business questions, but also to help businesses understand what types of questions they must ask of their data.

Traditionally, businesses have a rough idea of what the problems are and what they did not know; with big data, however, both the problems and the possible hidden answers in the data mass are unknown. For example, business leaders can ask the data scientists (or equivalent roles) whether it is worth exploring customer demographics to figure out customer attrition or potential growth or another potential topic. Can the data itself give an indication of what can be asked of it? This is precisely where machine learning has a role to play.

Machine Learning algorithms can dive deeper into data in order to identify patterns that are not possible to discern with traditional analytical approaches. This is because of the multi-layered or tiered nature of hidden, vast amounts of data. Algorithms need to be created in a manner that creates learning through the execution and provides
insights. Thus, machine learning is the dynamic use of algorithms, which provides a range of opportunities ranging from learned user behavior to dynamic cyber defense.

Machine learning algorithms are about to search through massive amounts of data to find relevant and interesting questions that the collaborative business can ask to improve its overall value proposition. Such crucial questions are the result of identifying insightful similarities and differences within a large, multidimensional data set that is related or connected with each other in a CES.

An ontology is a network of concepts within a given domain. Ontologies in the semantic web are organized by defining the concepts based on their attributes and types. A common, shared terminology goes a long way to define and interrelate the concepts. The network of relationships between the concepts gives rise to new knowledge and insights. This is precisely what big data analytics are meant to do. Ontologies need not be limited to defined data sets. Having a well-organized ontology for a given domain also makes it possible to absorb new data and information.

Figure 5 shows the tiers, or increasingly meaningful layers of interactions, which start with a direct link between otherwise siloed data stores—1 and 2. The software
enables increasingly meaningful exchanges based on rules, ontologies and taxonomies. The visuals support the interactions.

The rules and ontologies shown in Figure 5 are used to create a shareable knowledge base of data (e.g., customers) with common interests. For example, forming a customer group for a product (a car, boat or shoes) helps those customers share their knowledge around issues, concerns and quick solutions. Figure 5 further shows the disparate big data technology elements and their synchronization. The data, service, application and user layers are based on the technology architecture for CES. The service layer is the one that plays a major role in synchronizing these various elements.

Synchronizing the elements in Figure 5 has added challenge in the big data domain because the underlying distributed architecture also has to handle data that is rapidly changing. Synchronization of data needs to keep the operational (non-functional) parameters of the solutions in mind. This is because the synchronization limited to data is not going to handle the crucial performance parameters required of the big data application.

Synchronization has to also handle operational processes which continue to function while the data is being synchronized. This implies synchronization of data and also processes and presentation. Agile processes help bring together development and operations (DevOps) to ensure the new releases of analytics and applications are in sync with the existing application.

Synchronization is also required when it comes to the presentation layer (shown on top in Figure 5). The analytical outputs from structured and un-structured data are presented in a structured form. Analytics and presentations both need synchronization for presentation.

Synchronization of these architectural layers discussed thus far is not just a technical issue but also includes other aspects of a functioning organization such as people and processes. The layers shown in Table 2 are synchronized by use of Hadoop tools and processes which ensure applications and people are working together. Following are some of the factors to be considered in synchronizing the elements comprising enterprise technology layers:

1. Sources and availability of data including the ownership of data across enterprise systems and the process of collecting those data.
2. Affected business processes from incorporating big data analytics, and how the change needs to be managed (e.g., training of staff to start using the new processes).
3. Physical storage of the data and how compliance regulations apply to that data when it is synchronized.
4. How long is the data current? Synchronization efforts are required only when the data that is synchronized has some currency in the decision-making process. Once the data is not current for decision-making, a process to remove it also needs to be initiated.

5. Should the synchronized data be stored separately (to obviate the need to do that synchronization exercise again) or should it be returned back to the original disparate sources after the processing is complete?

### 5 Discussion on ICES framework: rules and governing standards

Collaborations open up doors to an All-to-All business model. However, collaborations without requisite policies, guidelines and procedures present uncertainties and risks. This is because of the need for trust accompanied by electronic agreements (especially for service providers or vendors) in setting up and executing collaborations. The ICES framework aims to automate and manage clearly defined business rules and governance standards that define inter-organizational and public information usage. Following are
some of the fundamental activities required of an organization as it moves towards Intelligent Collaborative Enterprise Systems:

**Identifying like-minded organizations** that are willing to collaborate by sharing data, information, and knowledge. Typically, this includes organizations within a given vertical line of business (e.g., travel, insurance, healthcare), although other combinations are also possible.

**Establishing trust and agreements**, both physical and electronic, which need to go beyond geographical boundaries and regions. This trust and these agreements also require setting up legal and compliance structures to safeguard the intellectual property of the collaborating organizations.

**Engaging the global customer** who is interested in a holistic end result and not in the individual processes that make up the end result. CI leads to creating services as well as creating customer groups that can form a dynamic structure to source and provide services within the collaboration.

**Shared services library.** The library provides each organization with a set of services that are used for the CI services. The current use of cloud computing in association with Web services are required to implement a shared services libraries. This can lead to consolidation of accounts, group dashboards, and predictive analytics for collaborating organizations.

**Security framework.** The security framework defines *what information* organizations share. This sharing is based on the business rules within and among the collaborating organizations. The information that specifically differentiates an organization from its collaborating partners is secured and not shared.

**Generic business rules.** These rules are based on industry standards and should be implemented in an organization-wide application framework. For example, generic business rules can be used to store and share location information of common customers. Initially, industry standards like ISO 9000 (for quality of service) can be used to store and share customer locations. Later, as the collaboration progresses, these rules may be modified and updated by the collaborators, while still adhering to the established external or commonly accepted standards.
Generic information translation rules. Information translation rules need to be established among collaborating partners. However, as the collaboration progresses, the frequency of dynamic translation of rules abates. This is so because, incrementally, the business rules come to be understood by the people and the systems that are interacting with each other across the various organizations’ boundaries.

Consolidating CI information by identifying, defining, and sharing non-competitive information that would otherwise remain in silos and lead to repeated effort by individual organizations (e.g., customer demographic details). Organizations must obtain and implement processes and tools to keep the data and information current and reliable for use by all collaborators.

Implementing Web communications technologies (including Web services and corresponding service-oriented architecture) to make services available across the collaborating organizations.

Creating organizational dashboards that monitor the performance of multiple organizations rather than just the CEO dashboard for an individual organization. Such dashboards provide a succinct view of the collaborative effort.

Sharing lessons learned among collaborating organizations. This enables reduction of overall waste in terms of anticipating and solving problems, and can also have security and health implications. Some examples are sharing information about the spread of contagious diseases across borders and regions with other healthcare professionals or sharing the “sticky accelerator” problems of one auto manufacturer with other automakers. This lesson sharing in an intelligent way is true collaboration and can occur despite competition. The above approach to CI is based on extending an existing BI platform.

Innovative intelligent collaborative systems equipped with techniques from artificial intelligence aims to address limitations of traditional enterprise systems. Limitations include reducing human error of manually entered of data, identifying redundant data (from different database) and executing policies and contracts. Machine learning automates these processes and then applies continuous optimization to result in ICES. This also has challenges and risks that are discussed next:

Trust. Each organization needs to deposit information that is based on quality parameters and can be trusted by all collaborators. The organization also needs to comply with the withdrawal rules.
Timeliness of the information. Today organizations require information to be available all the time. Therefore, it is important for collaborating organizations to deposit information in a timely fashion.

Delivery of information. It is also important that information be delivered in a format consumable by the subscribing organizations. If the information requires multiple translations before it can be used, organizations will be reluctant to adopt CI.

Resources required to establish the CI platforms. Organizations will need to find a cost-effective approach to implementing CI. If the costs of CI are prohibitively expensive, organizations will revert to old BI.

Legislative and contractual framework. Collaborating organizations need to develop a framework to quickly define the contracts that are required for information sharing.

Security. The security of the published information needs to be defined collaboratively.

Rules for information sharing. Lack of uniform rules and legislation for sharing personal information also impedes the creation of CI. In different countries, legislation is different for personal information sharing.

Discriminating between competitive and collaborative information. This determination is crucial to the overall CI enterprise, and it can change from time to time and place to place.

6 Conclusions and future directions

This paper presented the key elements of an ICES framework together with a study of collaborations. The premise of this paper is that with increasing sophistication in communications technologies, organizations have the opportunity to extend their reach beyond their organizational boundaries. The new business organization is a federated entity that continues dynamic collaborations with each other. Such clusters of organizations are continuously sharing and reusing data, information, processes, and knowledge in order to collaborate rather than compete. This collaborative aspect of enterprise systems is highly benefitted by application of big data and machine learning. This is so because these newer technologies enable optimization of a highly meshed-up enterprise eco-systems by dynamically analyzing performances and ensuring security.
Future studies in this domain need to explore business collaborations amongst multiple horizontal and vertical axes. Such studies include exploration of the vertical business functions, such as sales and marketing, or collaboration across horizontal technological platforms. We plan to undertake these future studies using an interactive and incremental approach towards our research problem. Therefore, we plan to use action research to further validate the key elements of the ICES framework. Mobility is likely to play an even greater role in ICES study as it enables personalization and customization of services to the customer. Therefore mobility, together with cybersecurity and privacy of the data forms an important extension of our study of ICES.
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